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About All Monetary Letters
								
								All Monetary Letters is an international financial journal that publishes financial news from around the world, keeping subscribers up to date with events affecting the economy, not only in their own country but other countries as well. AM Letters publishes news, views and information that is pertinent to the world of finance so our subscribers can make sound financial decisions based upon what is happening in both their local economy and the global economy. While much of the information AM Letters publishes is geared towards the business sector that same information can provide insight into how best to handle personal finances as well as business.

								The journal provides an international publication platform for the broad spectrum of issues pertaining to the world of finance. The journal specializes in providing up-to-date information on the latest happenings in the stock market as well as other financial sectors. AM Letters has been created with those in business in mind, but also caters to the small investor who needs to keep in touch with the current market trends to protect their nest egg.

								AM Letters is the principal international journal intended to publish top-quality financial news that affects both business and personal finances. We provide tips and ideas that can help you make the most of your money, whether in business or handling personal finances. What happens to the world economy affects you, so having the latest financial news allows you to prepare accordingly and make the right financial decisions to survive in any economy.

								AM Letters’ aim is to be your one-stop for all things relating to money, finances and economic issues. The world of finance is ever-changing and while it can be difficult to keep up with the latest economic trends All Monetary Letters provides all the information you need in one convenient place.

								
							
						
							

								
									
										
											Financial Topics
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														Tax Season Cause Market Gyrations

													
													Nobody likes tax season except tax accountants, but those with investments in the stock market have more to be concerned with in April of each year than just making sure their taxes are filed on time. As the tax filing deadline approaches it is nothing unusual to see the stock market flatten out or even take a very slight dive, but just as quickly as it goes down it typically rebounds within a couple of weeks of the passing of the tax filing deadline.
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														Two More Rate Hikes in 2017

													
													In a recent CNBC interview Stanley Fischer, Vice Chairman of the Federal Reserve advised that he expected the central bank to increase rates twice more before year end, and that two more rate hikes seem “about right”, and that for the most part the Federal Reserve’s outlook has not changed much as a result.
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														Trump 'Confidence Economy

													
													The failed attempt by Republicans to push their health-care plan through Congress has put Trump’s ambitious economic plans in serious doubt, particularly as despite having a majority in both chambers Trump’s first attempt at making major changes failed.

													
														Find out more
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														Key Stock Indexes, Markets Briefing

													
													Minutes from the March 14-15 FOMC Meeting released on Wednesday 5 April, 2017 stated the Federal Reserve is likely to start winding down its USD4 trillion balance sheet later this year, a move that could unsettle financial markets and the economy. Two rate hikes in 2017 were confirmed.

													
															Continue Reading
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														Strengthening Global Economy Reduces U.S. Trade Deficit

													
													February saw a sharp drop in the U.S. trade deficit compared with January in response to a strengthening of the global economy, and demand for American-made goods increased. This drop has pleased economists as it amounted to $1 billion more than they predicted. As shoppers in other countries purchased more American-made goods it caused U.S. exports to increase.

													
															Continue Reading


													
												
											

										

									

							

						

																																														Experts' advice
																																						
How to enter the World of Online Casinos Author: CJ Parker																				[image: Casino Table]										A lot of people start to play casino games online - some for fun, other for profits. But do things really go the way all dream of?
										Well, let me tell you how I joined the gambling world. Being a newbie in online gambling, I finally decided to give it a try to see how it goes after a lot of deliberation. I have to admit, I first approached it with doubt, knowing I could never be too careful. How wrong I was! Playing in the online casino simply changed my life – there is nothing that bad and threatening as I'd read on some forums. No way... Let me tell you my story.

												What next?
																					Find out more																																		
						
										
						
							
								
									
										News From Around The World

									
								
										
											
European Stocks Drop as Federal Reserve Reduces Bonds Holdings
										
										[image: European Markets]
										The imminent summit between China’s Xi Jinping and U.S. President Trump has some investors quite wary of taking any significant risks prior to it being held, which caused a slight rise in European stocks after they had been losing and gaining during the session. Typically any meeting between Trump and a leader of another country causes the stock market to move, as has been evidenced when meetings between the President and his international counterparts have occurred in the past.

										The Federal Reserve’s announcement that came out of the March meeting minutes indicated that its policy makers would begin winding down its $4.5 trillion balance sheet this year, surprising market analysts who were not expecting it to begin this early. The report caused the European markets to take a dip the day following the Federal Reserve’s meeting. Hantec Markets’ market analyst Richard Perry advised that this would make the Federal Reserve less obliging. U.S. stocks reacted to the news by closing lower that same day. 

										
											Find out more
										
									
								
							

						

					

				


			
				
					
						
							
								
									
										Tips From Experts

									
										
											
											Be a Successful Forex Traders

											You have some money set aside to invest but don't know where to start. Forex trading does have some challenges.

										
	
											
											Money Management Tips from Experts

											Whether you are young and just starting your working life, or have been around awhile, there are plenty of things you can do to manage your money effectively.
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									AM Letters publishes news, views and information that is pertinent to the world of finance so our subscribers can make sound financial decisions based upon what is happening in both their local economy and the global economy.
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